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ABSTRACT
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ADHOC PROTOCOLS: AODV AND DSDV FOR
MOBILE NODE REQUIREMENT USING NS-2. A performance evaluation of adhoc routing
protocol of AODV and DSDV have been performed using NS-2 software. This evaluation
was conducted to know which protocol was performed better in a mobile condition. The
performance of both protocols is determined by the factor of the higher rate of Packet
Delivery Fraction and the lower rate of Average end-to-end delay in a different number of
nodes, the packet size and the maximum speed of nodes. From the simulation result, AODV
shows good performance compare to DSDV in a mobile node requirement.
Keywords: performance evaluation, AODV, DSDV, mobile nodes, NS-2
ABSTRAK
EVALUASI KINERJA PROTOKOL ADHOC: AODV DAN DSDV UNTUK NODE
BERGERAK MENGGUNAKAN NS-2. Evaluasi kinerja protokol routing adhoc, AODV dan
DSDV telah dilakukan menggunakan perangkat lunak NS-2. Evaluasi tersebut dilakukan
untuk mengetahui protokol yang berkinerja baik pada kondisi bergerak. Kinerja kedua
protocol ditentukan oleh tingginyafaktorPacket Delivery Fraction dan rendahnya
faktorAverage end-to-end delay pada jumlah node berbeda, ukuran paket serta kecepatan
maksimum node. Dari hasil simulation, AODV menunjukkan kinerja yang lebih baik daripada
DSDV pada kasus node bergerak.
Kata kunci: evaluasi kinerja, AODV, DSDV, node bergerak, NS-2.
INTRODUCTION
The wireless devices are currently getting their popularity and have been succesfully
implemented in a number of applications, such as environment monitoring [1], a rescue
scenario [2], a smart e-health [3], or an aplication of the IoT in a home automation [4]. In
evaluating the performance of adhoc protocol, a number of researches uses NS-2 software
[5-6], including the performance of the protocol in a specific case, such as intrusion detection
scenario [7].
Research activity [8] that evaluate the performance of AODV (Ad-hoc On-Demand
Distance Vector Routing), DSDV (Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector) and DSR
(Dynamic Source Routing) has been performed in a fixed number of nodes and packet size.
Performance evaluation that consider mobility of nodes are becoming useful for a scenario it
requires [9].One example of mobile application equipped by the wireless sensor network is
VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc Network) [10]. In this paper, the performance evaluation of AODV
and DSDV mobile network protocols from different class [11] was simulated by using the NS2 software. Their performance was determined by the two parameters, each the higher rate
of Packet Delivery Fraction and the lower rate of Average end-to-end Delay respectively.
After conducting a simulation, the implementation of a mobile network can be optimized from
the perspective of the protocol, the packet size, the number of mobile nodes and its
maximum speed in order to get the good result.

MOBILE ADHOC NETWORK PROTOCOLS
MANET devices can be described with the following characteristics.
• MANET (mobile ad hoc networks) was defined as the mobile devices with wireless
links, that formed a kind of decentralized autonomous networks [9].
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It consists of dynamically establishing mobile nodes having short-lived networks in
the absence of fixed infrastructure,
equipped with wireless transmitter and a receiver with an appropriate antenna, and.
easy deployment in places where existing infrastructure is not capable enough to
allow communication, for instance, in disaster zones, or infeasible to deploy [11].

ROUTING PROTOCOL
In MANET, a number of routing protocols exist and can be classified as the following
diagram inFigure 1. The classification is either reactive or proactive basis.

Figure 1. The classification of MANET routing protocol [12]
In a proactive routing protocol type, there exist a popular protocol, named DSDV
(Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector) routing protocol. In this routing protocol, routing
information is broadcast by mobile nodes to the neighbors. Each node must keep their
routing table which contains the information of neighborhood nodes, reachable nodes and
the number of hops. The routing table of each node is acquired by sending a broadcast
massage to the other nodes [13]. In case of DSDV, every node in the mobile network is
required to send a sequence number, which is periodically increased by two and it is
transmitted along with other routing update messages to all other neighboring nodes [10].
Consequently, this routing protocol requires more storage spaces as the nodes involved
increase.
On the other hand, the reactive routing protocol type, there exist a popular protocol,
named AODV (Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing). In AODV, route establishment
takes place only when there is a demand for new route [12].
METHODOLOGY
Scenarios
This research is intended to discover the performance of routing protocols of AODV
and DSDV when a number of nodes involved, packet size or maximum speed of nodes
changed. The evaluation will be conducted using the software called NS (Network Simulator)
version 2 running on the top of GNU Linux operating system.
First of all, some scenarios are provided. Then, performance factors to be discovered
are calculated.Packet Delivery Fraction (PDF) is a fraction of received to trasmitted packets.
Packets are being considered are Constant Bit Rate (CBR) packet transmitted by CBR agent
that embeded in a transmitted node. In NS-2 software, CBR is an application that uses UDP
(User Datagram Protocol), the unreliable connection of a network layer. PDF is formulated
as an equation (1). In equation (1), CBRreceived is a packet received, while CBRgenerated is a
packet sent.
∑

∑

100

(1)

Average end-to-end delay (ETD) is a different time of packet received and sent
divided by total number of packets being received. There is a possibility for a packet to lost
or inable to reach a destination node. A sending packet that does not have a receiving one
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will be ommitted in a calculation. ETD is formulated as an equation (2). In equation (2),
CBRSentT ime is a time for a packet being sent, while CBRReceivedTime is a time a packet being
received.
∑

∑

(2)

After that, each node will be defined as a part of NS code as depicted in Figure 2.
Dimension of the simulated area was specified in line 9-10, while the packet size of bytes
data can be varied in line 11. For configuring the interval between the consecutive packet
sent can be made in line 12. Finally, variying the maximum of the speed of the nodes can be
made in line 14.

Figure 2. Node specification declaration
Each node will be located on a simulation area randomly using internal NS-2 tools
called cbrgen and setdest.. These tools can be used to specify the number of mobile nodes
involved, maximum number of connection among them, maximum speed of the nodes, types
of application used and also the dimension of the area where the nodes occupies. Each time
the influencing variables changed, these tools will be re-executed. The distribution of mobile
nodes in a simulation area of 1000m × 1000m is illustrated inFigure 3.

Figure 3. The distribution of the mobile nodes
Analysis tools
To calculate parameters PDF dan ETD, a simple tool is made in Python
programming language. It is used to automatically calculate delay time between receiving
and sending the same packet from a trace file. It uses the following two reguler expressions
to extract important information from a trace file, each of them are receiving and sending
CBR packet activities. The following are that two reguler expressions.
• ˆ(s)(\s)(\d)+\.(\d)+(\s)(_)(\d+)(_)(\s)(AGT).
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• ˆ(r)(\s)(\d))+\.(\d)+(\s)(_
_)(\d+)(_)(\s))(AGT).
Packet which is started by a character s is a send
ding packet, while packe
et started by
y a
chara
acter r is a re
eceiving packket.
After colle
ecting sending and rece
eiving packett, recieving packet
p
time w
will be reduc
ced
by the sending pa
acket time which
w
has the
e same pack
ket ID. With the library frrom Python for
proce
essing text, each
e
line of in
nformation iss read and se
eparated by a delimiter o
of a whitespa
ace
chara
acter. After being
b
separatted, time for sending and
d receiving packet
p
will pla
aced in seco
ond
orderr, while packket ID will be
e placed in sixth order. These two variables will be placed in
dictio
onary, a varib
ble in Python
n for storing a pair information of key and value. K
Key informatiion
is a packet
p
ID, while its value
e is time in sending and receiving packet. Each ffinding eventt of
simila
ar expression
n, either send
ding or receiiving packet will be countted to determ
mine PDF.
RESU
ULT AND DIISCUSSION
AODV
V Protocol
The first sccenario is to
o perform sim
mulation with
h increasing
g the packet size while the
t
maxim
mum speed of nodes iss fixed. For PDF and ETD
E
parametter, the resu
ult is shown in
Figu
ure 4 andFiggure 5. The result showing that increeasing packeet size will inncrease packket
loss. For a small number of nodes,
n
the chart
c
shows fluctuative
f
re
esult for eve
ery packet siz
ze.
Howe
ever, the larger number of nodes (a
above 50 no
odes) shows consistent ttrend, which
h is
aroun
nd 50% to 90
0% of packetts received. It
I is in line with the comm
mon sense th
hat will be mo
ore
packe
et lost for the larger size
e. From Fig
gure 5, it sho
ows that the larger the p
packet size the
t
larger the delay time. Because of increa
asing packet size, time for
f delivering
g the packett is
also increase.
i
The largest ETDin the expe
eriment is aro
ound 1.1 secconds.

Fig
gure 4. PDF
F for AODV protocol
p
at the
e varying packet size and
d a fixed possition of node
es

gure 5. ETD for AODV protocol
p
at the
e varying packet size and
d a fixed possition of node
es
Fig
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If a nod
de is moved to a random
m position wiith the certain maximum speed, the result
ca
an be explain
ned from a chart
c
in Figurre 6andFigurre 7, each arre for PDF and ETD variables.
Th
he Figure 6 shows
s
that more
m
fast a node
n
move, more
m
packett will be rece
eived well.On
nly the
firrst three data
a showing th
he maximum speed of 4 m/s produce
e the PDF le
ess or equal to the
PD
DF produced
d by the lowe
er speed (2 m/s
m or fixed position).
p

Figure 6. PDF
P
for AOD
DV protocol with
w varying speed
s
and th
he fixed packket size of 20
048
Byte

On the other hand,
h
Figure 7 shows tha
at the maxim
mum average
e delay time ffor the experriment
is 1 second.

Figure 7. ETD for AOD
DV protocol at varying sp
peed and the
e fixed packe
et size of 204
48
Byte
SDV Protocol
DS
For DSD
DV protocol, a chart thatt shows an effect
e
of incre
easing numb
ber of nodes to the
pa
acket lost is shown inFig
gure 8. The same trend with AODV is shown in
n that chart with
w a
pa
acket lost is tend to be larger. For th
he number of
o nodes larg
ger than 50, the PDF is about
30
0% - 90%. Th
his value is le
ess than the value produ
uced by AOD
DV protocol (F
Figure 4).
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Figure 8. PDF
P
for DSD
DV protocol at
a varying pac
cket size and
d a fixed possition of node
es
The next
n
is a de
elay time for a fixed possition of node
es. Figure 9shows
9
thatt the larger the
t
packe
et size, the larger the delay time. However, this trend is clearly sho
own where the
t
numb
ber of mobile
es nodes are larger than 60.The large
est ETD in th
he experimen
nt is around 1.8
1
secon
nds. This va
alue is large
er compare to
t the same experimentt using the A
AODV protoc
col
(Figure 5).

Figure 9. ETD for DSDV
V protocol att varying pac
cket size and a fixed posittion of nodes
s
After that, the effects of node mo
obility with a certain of a maximum
m speed to the
t
param
meter PDF and
a ETD are shown in Figure 10 and
dFigure 11. For
F a PDF fa
actor, Figure 10
show
ws that there
e are also three data frrom this exp
periment tha
at produce p
packet fractiion
delive
ery of the ma
aximum speed 4 m/s lesss or than th
he packet delivery fractio
on for the low
wer
speed
d (2 m/s or fixed). How
wever, from the maximum speed off 2 m/s prod
duce the low
wer
packe
et delivery frraction comp
pared to the same experiiment using the AODV p
protocol (Figu
ure
6).
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Figure 10. PDF for DSDV protocol at varying sp
peed and a fixed
f
packet size of 2048
8 Byte

Figure 11 sho
ows that the maximum average
a
dela
ay time for this
t
experim
ment is aboutt 1.45
se
econds, whicch is larger th
han the same
e experimentt using the AODV
A
protoco
ol (Figure 7).

Figure 11. ETD for DS
SDV protocoll at varying speed
s
and a fixed packet size of 2048
8 Byte

CO
ONCLUSION
N
From the previou
us section, we
w can con
nclude that AODV
A
proto
ocol shows better
pe
erformance compared
c
to
o DSDV proto
ocol. From the
t perspective of Then, AODV shou
uld be
prrefered either in the fixed position sce
enario or eve
en in the mob
bile nodes re
equirements.
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